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HIRMES specs

• HIRMES is a direct detection spectrometer covering the 25 to 
122 µm wavelength range in 4 operating modes optimized to 
deliver the maximum sensitivity achievable with SOFIA:

1. High resolution spectroscopy: 50,000 < l/Dl < 100,000  
2. Medium resolution spectroscopy: l/Dl ~ 10,000
3. Low resolution spectroscopy: l/Dl ~ 600
4. Spectral Imaging: l/Dl   600 - 2000

• HIRMES is a SOFIA facility-class instrument that is designed 
for use by the general astronomical community in support of 
a wide-range of exoplanet, planetary science, and 
astrophysics investigations

28 July, 2020 Building the SOFIA Instrument Roadmap 
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HIRMES fills-out the SOFIA mission discovery space:
• Approximately 14X more sensitive and ~200X faster than GREAT
• Acquires complete 35-70 micron spectrum and 10X faster than FIFILS 

HIRMES utilizes Transition Edge Sensor bolometry to achieve the highest 
sensitivity possible with SOFIA

• This technology requires a ~100mK cooling system. 
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The design development of HIRMES is guided by 4 specific science themes

• The design of HIRMES is guided by 4 specific science themes with science 
oversight provided by an AO-selected Science Working Group.
• These 4 investigations comprise the Level-1 science requirements for HIRMES
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HIRMES Science Working Group

Investigator Institution Investigator Institution

Arendt, Richard* UMBC Pontoppidan, Klaus STScI

Bergin, Edwin U. Michigan Richards, Samuel* USRA

Bjoraker, Gordon GSFC Roberge, Aki GSFC

Chen, Christine* STScI Rostem, Karwan* UMBC

Kutyrev, Alexander U. Maryland Stacey, Gordon Cornell U.

Melnick, Gary Harvard U. Tolls, Volker* Harvard U.

Milam, Stefanie GSFC Su, Kate* U. Arizona

Moseley, Harvey GSFC Emeritus Watson, Dan U. Rochester

Neufeld, David Johns Hopkins U. Wollack, Edward GSFC

Nikola, Thomas* Cornell U.

*  Investigator added via Legacy Science Investigation proposal
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Addressing National science priorities in exoplanet and planetary science

• The overarching science theme is the study of the composition and evolution of 
protoplanetary systems
• HIRMES is designed to address key questions about protoplanetary disks :

• What are their masses? 
• How are gas, water vapor, water ice, and dust distributed?
• How is neutral oxygen distributed?
• What is the deuterium abundance of the giant planets?
• What is the abundance of: deuterium, amorphous water ice, and crystalline water  in comets?

• HIRMES enables measurement of the most important molecular species needed to 
address these questions
• Water and ice:  gas-phase water and water-ice play a critical role in the formation of giant planet 

cores and, producing habitable conditions in terrestrial planets
• H2O 34.9823 µm  651-624 rotational line
• Ice 43, 47, 63 µm amorphous & crystalline solid state feature

• Neutral Oxygen: a tracer of disk chemistry and radial structure
• [OI] 63.1837 µm  2P1-3P2 fine-structure line

• Deuterated hydrogen:  a tracer of disk mass
• HD 112.0725 µm J = 1-0 rotational line
• HDO, H2

18O 112.1 and 109.3 µm (comets)

• No similar capability has or will be enabled by the Orbital Program through 2030.
28 July, 2020 Building the SOFIA Instrument Roadmap 

HIRMES provides velocity-
resolved spectra of these 
molecules enabling first 
determination of their radial 
distribution at different 
stages of disk evolution.
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HIRMES will provide unique and foundational data sets for JWST and ALMA.

HIRMES has potential to, on its own, transform our  understanding of planet formation

28 July, 2020 Building the SOFIA Instrument Roadmap 
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• Water content is central to understanding formation of habitable worlds.

• Water snowline (vapor-ice transition) is a region where giant planet formation predominantly occurs.
• Disk water content - both gas/ice - and  snowline locations are uncertain and poorly characterized
• JWST and HIRMES can detect the water; only HIRMES can provide location information (e.g. 

snowline).

28 July, 2020 Building the SOFIA Instrument Roadmap 

HIRMES ability to resolve water emission lines from 30-100 μm is unique.
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HIRMES enables new discovery space to understand protoplanetary disk evolution

• HIRMES opens a portion of the infrared spectrum that 
contains fundamental tracers of protoplanetary disks
• Unavailable since the end of the ISO, Herschel, and KAO missions.
• HIRMES re-opens this spectrum with sensitivity needed to detect 

and velocity-resolve many disks
• HIRMES will produce the first accurate disk masses via 

velocity-resolved spectroscopy of HD
• Planet-forming disks are thought to contain ~100X more gas than 

solids
• This gas is too cold (10-30 K) for H2 molecules to emit
• As a consequence, disk masses remain uncertain by orders of 

magnitude despite decades of work
• ALMA surveys show that masses derived from indirect tracers (CO, dust 

continuum) are systematically discrepant by 1-2 orders of magnitude
• Uncertainty in HD-derived gas mass is much smaller (factor of a 

few)
• Uncertainty driven by knowledge of: gas temperature which can be 

constrained with ALMA 12 CO and 13 CO  data, and D/H ratio in the local 
interstellar medium which is known to ~50%

28 July, 2020 Building the SOFIA Instrument Roadmap 

HIRMES will detect the HD 1 – 0 line at 112 
µm in disks of masses >103 M ʘ around stars 
of > 1 M ʘ 

. The figure shows model 
predictions for HD 1–0 line fluxes (circles), 
along with detections (stars) and upper 
limits from Herschel-PACS. All models and 
data are scaled to a distance of 125 pc.

HIRMES will produce the first accurate measure of the cold gas mass in protoplanetary disks
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HIRMES will enable the first velocity-resolved spectra of water vapor tracing the 
snowline region of protoplanetary disks

• Water traces the flow of volatile elements throughout the process of disk and planet formation
• The region around the water snow line, where planets are thought to predominantly form, is key
• Understanding the distribution of gas, ice, and dust in this region is necessary to understand the processes by 

which rocky and giant planets form

28 July, 2020 Building the SOFIA Instrument Roadmap 

Several water vapor lines with upper level 
energy that can trace cold gas at the water snow 
line are available to HIRMES. Boxed numbers are 
the line wavelength in microns.

Several water ice lines with 
excitation temperature less than 
the desorption temperature will 
be seen in emission by HIRMES. 

HIRMES will measure ice-to-rock ratios at high signal-to-noise in a large 
number of protoplanetary disks for comparison to Solar System comments and 
to determine if ice is a dominant solid mass reservoir for core-accretion.  
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HIRMES will resolve the radial surface energy balance in protoplanetary disks

• [OI] 63.2 µm is typically the most luminous emission line of protoplanetary disks
• Most commonly detected line from disks by Hershel-PACS

• Interpretation limited by lack of ability to distinguish ~10 km/s disk emission from 100 km/s outflows and shocks.

• HIRMES will produce velocity-resolved [OI] spectra of more than 30 protoplanetary disks
• These data will, for the first time, enable determination of the radial surface energy balance from 1-

100 AU.

28 July, 2020 Building the SOFIA Instrument Roadmap 

Water and neutral oxygen are modeled to occupy areas in and around the snow line. HIRMES velocity-
resolved spectroscopy can test these models.

HIRMES measures the line profiles of HD, H20, and [OI] to determine the radial 
distribution of the emitting gas. Modeling (A) shows H2O and OI occupy the areas 
in and around the snow line. HIRMES spectra test this. (B) The lines arising from 
the inner planetary system are broad and easily resolved by HIRMES. 

Simulated HIRMES spectra of TW Hya (a disk with typical line strengths). The signal-to-
noise on [OI] 63.3 µm (left) and HD 1-0 (right) correspond to 1.5 and 10 hours of 
observing time with overheads
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Velocity resolved [OI] spectra can carry a wealth of information
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Example: Beta Pic

• CO and CI emission from ALMA are spatially resolved and
asymmetric – there’s a clump!

• HIRMES can get spatial info on [OI]

• Asymmetric OI line profile should  show if [OI] is also in clump

• If yes, recent massive collision

• If no, planetesimal shepherding
Dent et al., Science(2014)
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HIRMES will spectrally resolve HD in all of the giant planets

• Deuterium is an important indicator of the formation mechanism for the giant planets
• Jupiter and Saturn are expected to exhibit the protosolar value of D/H 
• Uranus and Neptune are expected to exhibit D/H of the icy planetesimals where they formed

• Comets are the closest analog to the icy planetesimals that we can measure today
• 11 comets have been measured revealing D/H at 8-32 times the protosolar value 
• Herschel-PACS measurement on Uranus and Neptune show D/H at 2X the protosolar value

• Either the measured D/H in Uranus and Neptune is wrong or planetary formation models are 
incomplete

28 July, 2020 Building the SOFIA Instrument Roadmap 

HIRMES will resolve the emission line core of HD in all 4
Giant Planets, which probes their stratospheres. The
broad bandpass of HIRMES will be used (in medium-
resolution mode) to reveal HD absorption in the wings,
which probes their tropospheres.

HIRMES will derive stratospheric temperature profiles for all
4 Giant Planets using the S(0) quadrupole line of H2 at 28.2
µm. Accurate temperature profiles obtained with the same
instrument and for the same geometry as HD
measurements are essential in order to derive HD mole
fractions from the 112-µm line.
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HIRMES is unique in its ability to constrain the chemical evolution of comets

• HIRMES will measure the 
amorphous-to-crystalline water 
ice and D/H ratio in comets
• HDO and H2

18O 
• Important for understanding the  

chemical evolution of comets, 
and their potential as a source 
for the Earths’ oceans.

28 July, 2020 Building the SOFIA Instrument Roadmap 

The D/H ratio in cometary water as a function of the active fraction, the ratio of 
the active surface area to the total nucleus surface. Hyperactive comets with 
high active fractions have a D/H ratio consistent with the value found in the 
Earth’s oceans, which is shown as the blue line. 

Lis, D.C., et al. 2019
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HIRMES enables broad science capability beyond planet-forming discs

• Galactic chemistry, radiation fields, shocks: 
[SI] 25.25 µm; [FeII] 25.99, 35.35 µm, [SIII] 
33.48 µm, [SiII] 34.81 µm; [NeIII] 36.0 µm, 
[OIII] 51.81, 88.36 µm, [NIII] 57.30 µm, [OI] 
63.18 µm

• Extragalactic lines resolved with mid-res, 
imaged with low res

• SEDs with grating mode
• O/H in HII regions: [OIII] 51.81, 88.36 µm

28 July, 2020 Building the SOFIA Instrument Roadmap 

Spectral imaging low resolution mode
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1st stage 

Mid-res FPI

3rd stage 

2nd stage Hi-res FPI

Front section Back section

Gratings
FPA

Camera mirror

collimator

OAP

OAP

Filters, slit 
wheel, low-res 
FPIs
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Low res grating mode High res FPI mode
Window Transmission 0.93
IR blocking filter                     0.9
Mirrors (reflectivity per surface , 11 surfaces) 0.93
Gratings (bands 1, 2, 3) 0.81,  0.81,  0.78
FPI (loss for 2 FPIs ) - 0.49
Filter (bands 1, 2, 3) 0.85, 0.86, 0.92
Detector absorption          0.5 0.90

Telescope Transmission (FORCAST data) 0.85
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• 400µm thick TOPAS window pressure formed 

28 July, 2020 Building the SOFIA Instrument Roadmap 

• Adiabatic design of the vacuum window
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Window Material Characterization 

• Measure Topas 8007 with FTS 
• Dielectric function:  er* ≈ 2.3 + 

0.0001*i with relatively weak
spectral line feature at 19µm 
(15THz). 

• Transmission without anti-
reflection coating >0.85 over 
desired band

• Transmission averaged from 
~120-25µm (2.5-12THz) is <T> 
~ 0.93
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Topas membrane
on Invar Ring

Window thickness 7.6 µm

Topas, Cyclic Olefin Copolymer (COC), resin is a chemical relative
of polyethylene and other polyolefin plastics. It is a clear thermal
plastic with high strength commonly employed in medical
packaging and light weight optics.
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• Mirrors to be fabricated by Space Dynamics Laboratory – total number of reflective 
elements in instrument is eleven – 5x flat and 6x powered

• Mirror Substrates: Diamond turned aluminum; <100A RMS surface roughness
• Reflective Coatings: Cr adhesion layer with ~300nm evaporated 0.9999 pure Au

• Au Ohmic loss (25 < λo < 120µm); high purity metals improve upon cooling to 4K  
• Loss per Surface:        0.006 > α(lower) > 0.004   0.011 > α(upper) > 0.005 
• Total Reflection (11x):   0.93 < R(upper) < 0.96       0.89 < R(lower) < 0.95
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Fig. 3. Normalized surface resistance of Pb: solid circles, nonreso-
nant cavity results; dash-dot line, Motulevich et al. 9; solid line,

Brandli and Sievers. 5

with error bars of 6-16% show our nonresonant cavity
measurements in the 81-339-cm-l range.

Figure 4 shows -e1 and e2 for Au obtained from
Kramers-Kronig analysis of the normalized surface
resistance. For Kramers-Kronig analysis, we used the
results of Motulevich et al. (tabulated in Ref. 2) from
833 to 1 X 104 cm- 1 (the dash-dot line in Fig. 1). From
1 X 104 to 8 X 107 cm-1 we used the composite tabula-
tion by Lynch and Hunter.1 The data of Motulevich
were used because it agreed better with the nonreso-
nant cavity measurements than did the data at the
low-frequency end of the Lynch and Hunter table. A
spline fit was used to bridge the three sets of data.
Because of this use of the data of Motulevich et al.,
combined with our nonresonant cavity data, the values
of e2 reported in Table I are higher than those given in
Lynch and Hunter at the small wavenumber end of
their table. We used the Drude model with co, = 300
cm-1 and wp = 7.25 X 104 cm-' as a low-frequency
extrapolation down to 0.05 cm-'. Table I lists values
of -E and e2 at various frequencies in the 35-1.5 X 104-
cm-1 range. Also listed in Table I are the reflectance R
and the real and imaginary parts of the complex index
of refraction N n + ik. We terminate the table at 1.5
X 104 cm-1 because our values for the optical constants
at higher frequencies were not significantly different
from those in the tabulation used to calculate high-
frequency values for the normalized surface resistance
r.

Figure 5 shows -El and e2 for Ni obtained from
Kramers-Kronig analysis of the normalized surface
resistance. For Kramers-Kronig analysis, we used the
results from our Kramers-Kronig analysis of reflec-
tance measurements from 190 to 20,000 cm-1 (the
dashed line in Fig. 2). From 2.09 X 104 to 9.28 X 105
cm-1 we used the composite tabulation by Lynch and
Hunter.1 We used the Drude model with Cw = 178
cm- 1 and up = 3.94 X 104 cm-' as a low-frequency
extrapolation down to 0.05 cm-1 . Table II lists values
of n, k, -E1, E2, and the reflectance R at various frequen-
cies in the 35-1.5 X 104 -cm-1 range. As with Au, we
terminate the table at 1.5 X 104 cm- 1 .
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Fig. 4. Kramers-Kronig results for -l and E2 of Au: solid line,
results obtained by combining nonresonant cavity measurements
with the results of Motulevich et al.9; dash line for Lynch and Hunter

(tabulated in Ref. 1); dash-dot line for Motulevich et al.9

Figure 6 shows -e1 and 2 for Pb obtained from the
Kramers-Kronig analysis of the normalized surface
resistance. For Kramers-Kronig analysis, we used the
results of Motulevich et al.9 from 1430 to, 1.82 X 104
cm-1 (the dash-dot line in Fig. 3). Above 1.82 X 104
cm-1 we used the behavior of the normalized surface
resistance of other metals to draw an arbitrary high-
frequency extrapolation to 1 X 105 cm-1. Small ad-
justments were made to this extrapolation until the n
and k values at frequencies above 1.7 X 104 cm-1 result-
ing from our Kramers-Kronig analysis of the normal-
ized surface resistance were in reasonable agreement
with the tabulated values of Motulevich et al.9 We
used the parallel plate transmission line measure-
ments of Brandli and Sievers5 from 23 to 119 cm-'.
We used the Drude model with cr = 1175 cm-1 and wp
= 5.94 X 104 cm-1 as a low-frequency extrapolation
down to 0.05 cm-1 . Table III lists values of -e1 and E2
at various frequencies in the 15-1.5 X 104-cm-1 range.
Also listed are the reflectance R and the real and imagi-
nary parts of the complex index of refraction N - n +
ik. We start the table at 15 cm-1 , since the low-
frequency Drude model wing falls well within the error
bars on the Brandli and Sievers measurements in the
15-23-cm-1 range.

VI. Summary
The normalized surface impedance r(co) of gold,

nickel, and lead have been determined at submilli-
meter wavelengths using a nonresonant cavity. Very
few optical constants for metals exist for this region of
the spectrum. We have improved the analysis of the
experiment by deriving an exact expression for the
angle averaged absorptance. We demonstrated that
the nonresonant cavity can be used to obtain reason-
ably accurate values for the real part of the surface
impedance (the surface resistance) in the submilli-
meter. When combined with measurements by others
(see Refs. 1 and 2, for example) at shorter wavelengths,
the Kramers-Kronig relation can be used to obtain the
imaginary part of the surface impedance x(co). The
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FPI efficiency

• Mesh Reflectivity
• Measurement in FTS

• Mesh Flatness  
• easily verified optically with 

632.8 nm HeNe laser

• Mesh Absorptivity Constrains Finesse 
Selection
• Absorptivity and finesse 

determines transmission:
Tpeak ~ 1 - 2aF/(pÖr)

• Cold measurements from 
heritage FPI yield (38 to 112 
um):  
• Tpeak ~ 75% with F ~ 40
• Þ a ~ 1% 

• F-P validation
• Laser scan QCL
• GSFC will measure meshes of 

low order FPI both cryo and 
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• Tandem scanning Fabry-Perot etalons are used to achieve high spectral resolution. 

28 July, 2020 Building the SOFIA Instrument Roadmap 21

Mode Scanning
FPI

Central
Wavelength

Wavelength
Range

Resolving
Power

Etalon
Diameter

slit high-R LW 112 µm 86-122 µm 100,000 100 mm

slit high-R MW 63 µm 50-86 µm 100,000 90 mm

slit high-R SW 35 µm 25-36 µm 50,000 90 mm

slit mid-R LW 112 µm 86-122 µm 12,000 90 mm

slit mid-R MW 63 µm 50-86 µm 12,000 90 mm

slit mid-R SW 35 µm 25-36 µm 12,000 90 mm

imaging low-R SW 57 µm 50-70 µm 2000 30 mm

imaging Low-R LW 102 µm 80-125 µm 2000 30 mm

HIRMES high (top) and low (bottom) 
resolution scanning etalons HIRMES fixed etalon imaging filters

U. Of Cornell – Gordon Stacey
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Wavelength (µm) 35 63 112
Transmission 0.88 0.79 0.87

• Vector diffraction model 

35 µm 63µm 112 µm

The three selectable diffraction gratings provide 
~80% average efficiency over the HIRMES 
spectral region. 

Validation: surface roughness measurement 
and resistance measurement both RT and cryo

0.6

0.8

1.0

20 60 100 1208040
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Mechanisms are used to configure beam line elements for HIRMES observing modes

28 July, 2020 Building the SOFIA Instrument Roadmap 

• Each observation requires setting 6 mechanisms

Spectroscopy Mode X Denotes Element in Beam Line

HR Scanning FPI MR Scanning FPI LR Scanning FPI Grating Filters & Fixed FPI Slit

High Resolution X X X X X

Medium Resolution X X X X

Low Resolution X X X

Imaging X X

Med-R Etalon

Medium-R FPI selection wheel High-R FPI selection wheel in test Slit selection wheel 

Slit
Aperture

Laser Pick-Off

Filter selection wheel 
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20 40 60 80 100 120

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Overall Instrument transmission (High-res) 
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Band 2
Grating

Band 3
Filter

Grating x Filter

Total 

Band 1
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Calibration method

• Astronomical Sources

• Atmospheric lines 

• QCL

• External calibrator gas cell

•Lab calibrators 
•Wavelength calibration 
• QCL
• Gas cells 

• Intensity calibration 
• black body 

• In flight calibration 
•Wavelength 
• QCL
• Atmospheric lines 

• Intensity 
• Bright objects (planets)
• Black body sources
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LongWave Photonics Inc. 

http://www.longwavephotonics.com/
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Quantum Cascade Laser beam 
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LongWave Photonics Inc. 

http://www.longwavephotonics.com/
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Gas Cell:  Calibration lines 

Pupil Lens

HIRMES window

Blackbody in pupil plane

200 mm
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Preparing the optical bench Aligning the Interferometer to HIRMES

4D interferometer for collimated space and detector focus due to vibrations over a long beam path as well as 
better fringe contrast

Optical bench with imaging optics and the gratings optics built by SDL – Space Dynamics Laboratory

https://www.sdl.usu.edu/
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-5.34E-002

1.85E-002

9.04E-002

1.62E-001

2.34E-001

3.06E-001

3.78E-001

4.50E-001

5.22E-001

5.94E-001

6.66E-001

slitfocus03142018.zmx
Configuration 1 of 1

Wavefront Function

4/5/2018
0.6328 µm at 0.0000, 0.0000 (deg)
Peak to valley = 0.7193 waves, RMS = 0.1566 waves.
Surface: Image
Exit Pupil Diameter: 1.0000E+002 Millimeters
Tilt Removed: X = 0.1695, Y = -0.4798 waves

-6.51E-002

-1.24E-002

4.02E-002

9.29E-002

1.46E-001

1.98E-001

2.51E-001

3.04E-001

3.56E-001

4.09E-001

4.62E-001

slitfocus04042018.zmx
Configuration 1 of 1

Wavefront Function

4/6/2018
0.6328 µm at 0.0000, 0.0000 (deg)
Peak to valley = 0.5267 waves, RMS = 0.0708 waves.
Surface: Image
Exit Pupil Diameter: 1.0000E+002 Millimeters
Tilt Removed: X = 0.5737, Y = -0.4040 waves

Telescope to Slit Focus

Wavefront Error (focus removed):  53.8 nm rms Wavefront Error (focus removed):  43.6 nm rms

Wavefront Error difference:  62.3 nm rms

Requirement Wavefront Error < 1714 nm rms
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Wavefront Error (focus removed):  183.0 nm rms Wavefront Error (focus removed):  183.0 nm rms

Wavefront Error difference:  117.2 nm rms

Requirement Wavefront Error < 1786 nm

-2.36E+000

-2.11E+000

-1.86E+000

-1.61E+000

-1.36E+000

-1.11E+000

-8.64E-001

-6.14E-001

-3.65E-001

-1.15E-001

1.35E-001

detectorfocus03142018.zmx
Configuration 1 of 1

Wavefront Function

4/6/2018
0.6328 µm at 0.0000, 0.0000 (deg)
Peak to valley = 2.4959 waves, RMS = 0.4563 waves.
Surface: Image
Exit Pupil Diameter: 1.0000E+002 Millimeters
Tilt Removed: X = -1.3908, Y = 1.2914 waves

-1.71E+000

-1.52E+000

-1.33E+000

-1.14E+000

-9.46E-001

-7.55E-001

-5.65E-001

-3.75E-001

-1.84E-001

6.13E-003

1.96E-001

detectorfocus04042018.zmx
Configuration 1 of 1

Wavefront Function

4/6/2018
0.6328 µm at 0.0000, 0.0000 (deg)
Peak to valley = 1.9034 waves, RMS = 0.3597 waves.
Surface: Image
Exit Pupil Diameter: 1.0000E+002 Millimeters
Tilt Removed: X = -0.6003, Y = 0.2787 waves
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• HIRMES utilizes MoAu Transition Edge Sensor bolometers requiring mK cooling

28 July, 2020 Building the SOFIA Instrument Roadmap 

128 Pixels, 2.5-8.5 arcsec/pixel
16 x 64 pixel format 6.1 arcsec/pixel

Side Facing Sky

Dark Detector NEP 10-18 W Hz-1/2

Low Resolution 20

High Resolution 3
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28 July, 2020 Building the SOFIA Instrument Roadmap 

• A 3l/4 reflective back-short is used to optimize the quantum efficiency of the high resolution detectors
• Initial instrument commissioning may utilize an absorptive back-termination -- TBD 

Cryogenic metrology of the detector pixels 
is needed to design and verify the back-
short spacing.

A tilted mirror is used to create an 
integrating cavity that is tuned to 3l/4 at 
the center of each pixel

The bandwidth of the back-short is sufficient to optimize the most important lines for HIRMES science 
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Model susceptibility to transient sources of thermal stray light is shown.

28 July, 2020 Building the SOFIA Instrument Roadmap 
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28 July, 2020 Building the SOFIA Instrument Roadmap 

• HIRMES detectors sensitive to wavelength up to 300µm 

• Stray light model developed by Photon Engineering from detailed CAD model 

• A VBX-2 coated baffle operated at 1K is used to terminate 4K radiation 
• Aeroglaze Z306 and Nextel coatings used in less critical locations in the front end of the instrument 

Stray light from 4K thermal self emission is terminated by a VBX-2 coated baffle assembly that is cooled to 1K by a He4 sorption cooler

VBX2 - Surrey NanoSystems

https://www.surreynanosystems.com/about/vantablack
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HIRMES utilizes closed-cycle cooling

28 July, 2020 Building the SOFIA Instrument Roadmap 

• HIRMES cryogenic system uses multiple stages of refrigeration to meet cooling requirements 
(temperature and operational time)
• ADR to cool FPA to 70 mK
• 3He/4He (7He) sorption cooler 

• 3He portion of cooler used as heat intercept for Kevlar suspension assemblies that support the ADR salt pill and FPA 
• 4He portion of cooler is used to precool the ADR salt pill to 0.8 K before demagnetization

• 4He sorption cooler to cool the 1 K baffle
• Two pulse tube cryocoolers (PTC) to cool the optical bench to 4 K and act as heat sinks for recycling the ADR 

and 4He & 7He sorption coolers
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28 July, 2020 Building the SOFIA Instrument Roadmap 

He3/He4 Sorption Cooler

ADR Cooler

Optical Bench Back Side: CD-0B Assembly Level Heat Switch Thermal Interface

ADR Heat Switch
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Cryogenic cooldown tests 

28 July, 2020 Building the SOFIA Instrument Roadmap 38

Cooldowns  tests: 
• Cryostat vacuum performance
• Cryostat thermal performance

• First anchor point for thermal model

• Full thermal transition harnessing
• 4K cooling system
• QCL laser system

Test configuration includes:
• Full thermal transition harness (1,743 wires)
• Full blanketing
• Inner and outer radiation shields
• PTC cryo-cooler system
• Housekeeping electronics

CD-0A test configuration
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28 July, 2020 Building the SOFIA Instrument Roadmap 39
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28 July, 2020 Building the SOFIA Instrument Roadmap 40

1K baffle 

Entrance 
Baffles

Laser 
Attenuator

Mid-Res 
Wheel

Hi-Res 
Wheel

1K baffle

FPA

Filter/Low-
Res Wheel

Slit 
Wheel

Optical Bench Configuration (Top Side) for CD-0B

Bench assembly level omits FPA and 4 mechanisms in order to 
enable cryogenic optics alignment test 
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Cool-Down 0B Provided verification of the mK cooling system and cryogenic optics alignment

28 July, 2020 Building the SOFIA Instrument Roadmap 41

• In the CD-0B level of assembly, the optical bench is added to 
the CD-0A assembly level

Thermal Bus Bar

CEBs

ADR

He3 Cooler

He4 Cooler

Optical Bench Configuration (Bottom Side) for CD-0B

Cryo Accelerometer

OGSE for double-pass 
alignment verification
• Tooling balls
• Fiber optic sources

1K Baffle
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Double-pass alignment cryogenic test 

28 July, 2020 Building the SOFIA Instrument Roadmap 

Grating Mechanism

Pupil Adjust Mechanism

The grating mechanism carries 3 diffraction gratings and 1 mirror. It provides +/- 180 
degree rotation with 8 arc-sec precision and stability 

The pupil adjust mechanism enables alignment of the HIRMES 
entrance pupil with the telescope secondary mirror. It provides +/-
3 degrees tile in two axis with 1 arc-min precision and stability 
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28 July, 2020 Building the SOFIA Instrument Roadmap 

• Test approach:  
• Measure wavefront at ambient temperature, and in same configuration at 4K.  Then, the observed change of wavefront is 

added to ambient wavefront to provide actual performance at 4K

Warm test set-up. Cryogenic test is performed using a fused silica 
cryostat pressure window.

Cryogenic OGSE (tooling balls and fiber 
sources) is located in place of the FPA 
to support the double pass test
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• All pixels are read-out regardless of the observation details
• Exposures are packaged into data cubes: 33 x 36 x n 

• CRUSH (customized for HIRMES) is used for data processing
• Data processing to Level-3 is performed by the SOFIA Science Center

28 July, 2020 Building the SOFIA Instrument Roadmap 
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• Spatial scanning allows separation of 
source from other signals (a.k.a. noise)

• The Fabry-Perot wavelength varies 
slightly with position of the source
• Hence, Lissajous or Box scan patterns 

can improve spectral sampling

28 July, 2020 Building the SOFIA Instrument Roadmap 

Simulated line profile of a rotating disk showing 11 scans at nominal 
wavelengths to sample the line profile. Additional sampling appears 
as the source is scanned up and down the slit by ±2 pixels.
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Full wavelength coverage in low-res spectroscopy requires use of 3 wavelength 
settings for each of the 3 gratings

4
6
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Data reduction using CRUSH acquisition and processing package 

• Developer: Attila Kovacs, now at the CfA.

• Adapted to process data from many different TES bolometer instruments (e.g. SHARC-2, GISMO, 
HAWC+).

• HIRMES required adaptation for spectral data and data cubes instead of monochromatic single-band imaging.

• Processing to Level-3 will be performed by the SOFIA Science Center

• Any Level-4 tools developed by the HIRMES team will be made available to the community

47

0°, 0° (x-y) 45°, 10° 90°, 0° (λ-y)

• Simulated data set processed with CRUSH
• Simulated sky includes 3 sources with line and 

continuum emission. Central source is a small 
expanding shell.

• Simulated observations include 11 scans with 
different target wavelength settings.

• [164,154,60] data cube
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Summary 

28 July, 2020 Building the SOFIA Instrument Roadmap 

• HIRMES in process to be prepared to move to storage
• Detectors: SAT proposal submitted on July 15th

• To be continued 


